
APPLIED PROBABILITY TRUST PRIZES 2005 (UPDATE)

The Trustees of the Applied Probability Trust (APT) have much pleasure in announcing the
names of the APT Prize winners for 2005. We offer them our warmest congratulations, and
look forward to their pursuing further studies and eventually careers in probability, statistics
and their applications.

Australian National University, Canberra
June 2006

JOE GANI
for the APT Trustees

The following prize awards for undergraduate and postgraduate achievement in 2005 were
funded by the Applied Probability Trust.

University of Adelaide (Applied Probability Trust Prize) Jessica Kasza
Australian National University

The Faculties (Applied Probability Trust Prize) Han Ming Adrian Wong
Institute of Advanced Studies (P.A. P. Moran Prize) Not awarded in 2005

University of California, Santa Barbara
(Abraham Wald Prize) Not yet announced
(Ruth and Joe Gani Prize for PhD Thesis) Tiejun Tong (advisor: Yeudong Wang)

University of Cambridge (Bartlett Prize) Andrew Fisher
Christiana Spyrou

CWI, Amsterdam (Applied Probability Trust Prize) Rene Bekker
University of Hull (Toby Lewis Prize) Jodi Simmester
Imperial College, London (Hyman Levy Prize) Amy Sivill
University of Kentucky (R. L. Anderson Prize) Hongying Dai
University of Manchester (M. S. Bartlett Prize) Not yet announced
University of Melbourne (Norma McArthur Prize) Stefan Rampertshammer
Open University (George Barnard Prize) Trevor Burton

Sheena Muldowney
University of Sheffield (Sir Edward Collingwood Prize) Natalie Whitehouse

Jason Fernandes
Anna Blair

Victoria Peterkin
University of Sydney (Applied Probability Trust Prize) Han Qing Zhu
University of Waterloo (George Barnard Prize) Ling Guo
University of Western Australia (Richard Tweedie Memorial

Applied Probability Trust Prize) ....................................•. Anton Hallam
University of Wollongong

(William Sealy Gosset Prize) Tara Kerr
Michael Espinoza

(Applied Probability Trust Prize) Jennifer Gordon
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Following the closure of undergraduate mathematics teaching at the University of
Hull, the Toby Lewis prize endowment has been credited to the Hull University
Alumni Annual Appeal Fund.

A new Applied Probability Trust Statistics Prize has been endowed at the University
of Newcastle, New South Wales, as of 2006.
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Subscription rates 

Subscription rates for volume 43 (2006) of Journal of Applied Probability (JAP) are as follows (post 
free and including online access at http://projecteuclid.org/jap/): US$330.00; A$435.00; 1I72.50 for 
libraries and institutions; or US$IIO.OO; A$145.00; £57.50 for individuals belonging to a recognised 
scientific society. The subscription rates for volume 38 (2006) of Advances in Applied Prohability, the 
companion publication, are the same; if both journals are ordered directly from the Applied Probability 
office at the same time, the combined price is discounted by 10%. Please send all enquiries to: Applied 
Probability Subscriptions, School of Mathematics and Statistics, University of Sheffield, Sheffield S3 
7RH, UK (telephone + 44 114 222 3922; fax + 44 114 272 9782; email s.c.boyles(ii)sheffield.ac.uk). 
Cheques, money orders, etc. should be made payable to 'Applied Probability'. Payment is acceptable 
in US, Australian or UK currency, or by Visa or Mastercard. We can provide back issue prices on 
application. 

Notes for contributors 
Papers published in Journal of Applied Prohabi/ity (J AP) may be either: (i) research papers not 

excceding 20 printed pages; or (ii) short communications of a few printed pages in the nature of notes 
or brief accounts of work in progress. Letters relating specifically to papers that have appeared in JAP 
will also be published there. Review papers, longer research papers, letters to the Editor and papers in 
stochastic geometry and statistical applications are published in Advances in Applied Prohahility, the 
companion publication. 

It is the policy not to accept for publication papers that cannot appear in print within IS months of 
the date of receipt of the final version. In order to meet this deadline, an accepted paper may be 
published in either journal. according to the space available. 

Fifty offprints of each paper will be provided free, with additional offprints available at cost. 
Papers submitted to the Applied Probability journals are considered on the understanding that they 

have not been published previously and are not under consideration by another publication. Accepted 
papers will not be published elsewhere without the written permission of the Trust. Papers should be 
written in English or French; papers in other languages may be accepted, but will appear (subject to 
the author's agreement) in English or French translation. 

Papers should include: (i) a short abstract of 4-1 0 lines giving a non-mathematical description of the 
subject matter and results; (ii) a list of keywords detailing the contents; and (iii) a list of classifications, 
using the 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification scheme (http://www.ams.org/msc/). Letters to the 
Editor need not include these. To assist authors in writing papers in the Applied Probability style, they 
may use the LATEX class file aptpub.cls, available from http://www.appliedprobability.org/' Use of this 
class file is not a condition of submission, but will considerably increase the speed at which papers 
are processed. 

Paper should be submitted as hard copy or as electronic files (with hard copy back-up). All 
submissions will be acknowledged on receipt and must be accompanied by a covering letter stating the 
author's postal address and affiliation. Hard copy: Send all submissions to the Applied Probability office 
in Sheffield, and not to individual editors. Two copies of the paper, at least one of which should be 
double spaced, should be sent to: Executive Editor, Applied Probability, School of Mathematics and 
Statistics, University of Sheffield, Sheffield S3 7RH, UK. Electronic submission: Please email a double
spaced PostScript™ (.ps) or portable document format (.pdf ) file, not exceeding 1 Mb. The files must 

be clearly identified by name in a separate covering message. The address for email submissions is 
l.nash@sheffield.ac.uk. Authors should also submit one hard copy to the Executive Editor, as above. 

Copyright 
The copyright of all published papers is vested in the Applied Probability Trust. When a paper is 

accepted for publication, the Trust asks the authors to assign copyright by signing a form in which the 
terms of copyright are listed. Failure to do this promptly may delay or prevent publication. 

Authorisation to photocopy items for internal or personal use, or the internal or personal use of 
specific clients, is granted by the Applied Probability Trust for libraries and other users registered with 
the Copyright Clearance Center (Ccq Transactional Reporting Service, provided that the base fee of 
$0.70 per copy plus 0.20 per page is paid directly to CCC, 222 Rosewood Drive, Danvers, MA 01923, 

USA (http://www.copyright.com). 0021-9002/06 $0.70 + 0.20. 

Printed in Israel by N. Ben-Zvi Printing Enterprises Ltd., Jerusalem. 
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Research Papers 

603 HUW W. JAMES AND E. 1. COLLINS. An analysis of transient Markov decision processes 
622 STEFAN ANKIRCHNER. Monotone utility convergence 
634 MARINA SANTACROCE. Derivatives pricing via p-optimal martingale measures: some extreme 

cases 
652 TOSHINAO NAKATSUKA. The untraceable events method for absorbing processes 
665 1. E. YUKICH. Ultra-small scale-free geometric networks. 
678 M. DRAIEF AND A. GANESH. Efficient routeing in Poisson small-world networks 
687 LUDGER RUSCHENDORF. On stochastic recursive equations of sum and max type 
704 JESUS DE LA CAL AND JAVIER CARCAMO. Stochastic orders and majorization of mean 

order statistics 
713 CLAUDIO MACCI AND GABRIELE STABILE. Large deviations for risk processes with 

reinsurance 
729 1. PREATER. On-line selection of an acceptable pair 
741 BIRGIT NIESE. A martingale characterization of P61ya-Lundberg processes 
755 YVIK C. SWAN AND F. THOMAS BRUSS. A matrix-analytic approach to the N-player ruin 

problem 
767 O. L. V. COSTA AND F. DUFOUR. Ergodic properties and ergodic decompositions of 

continuous-time Markov processes 
782 GEORGE KORDZAKHIA AND STEVEN P. LALLEY. Ergodicity and mixing properties of the 

northeast model 
793 HANS DADUNA AND RYSZARD SZEKLI. Dependence ordering for Markov processes on 

partially ordered spaces 
815 CHUANCUN YIN AND JUNSHENG ZHAO. Nonexponential asymptotics for the solutions of 

renewal equations, with applications 
825 LAURENT DOYEN AND OLIVIER GAUDOIN. Imperfect maintenance in a generalized 

competing risks framework 
840 ALEXIS GILLETT, RONALD MEESTER AND PETER VAN DER WAL. Maximal avalanches 

in the Bak-Sneppen model 
852 NOBUAKI HOSHINO. A discrete multivariate distribution resulting from the law of small 

numbers 

Short Communications 

867 ERIK EKSTROM. Bounds for perpetual American option prices in a jump diffusion model 
874 YUEBAO WANG AND KAIYONG WANG. Asymptotics of the density of the supremum of a 

random walk with heavy-tailed increments 
880 L. C. G. ROGERS AND LARRY SHEPP. The correlation of the maxima of correlated Brownian 

motions 
884 L. PEREIRA AND H. FERREIRA. Limiting crossing probabilities of random fields 
892 R. G. DOLGOARSHINNYKH AND STEVEN P. LALLEY. Critical scaling for the SIS stochastic 

epidemic 
899 COLIN L. MALLOWS AND JEAN MELOCHE. Searching for searchers 
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